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T5@Atlanta II

T5@Atlanta II, the Southeast’s premier server-ready, multi-tenant enterprise data center, offering concurrently 
maintainable infrastructure designed for flexible data hall sizes and density requirements. Our tenants benefit from 
secure data halls and complete control of their applications and servers while T5 supplies 24/7 operations to ensure our 
clients never have to worry if their critical functions are running. T5@Atlanta will meet all SOC2, HIPAA and PCI 
compliance requirements providing a highly secure environment to support IT business functions.

130,000 sf data center facility with 67,000 SF of raised floor 
data area delivering 10.0 MW critical load of highly reliable 
and redundant critical power in a server-ready, private suite 
configuration ready now to meet your needs

Tier III-based design provides user-unique flexibility and 
operational control in the data hall so you can run your 
business

Highly efficient LEED Silver design, consistently low power 
rates and scalable deployment capability minimizes total 
operational costs

Proven 24x7x365 critical facility operations team mitigates 
outage risks before they occur
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Secure enterprise colocation options ranging from lockable 
cabinets to private cages or fully dedicated suites. Uniquely 
capable of scaling at high densities to meet wide-ranging 
workload requirements

Direct Cloud-Connect to AWS, MS Azure, Google Cloud and 
over 1,100 SaaS and IaaS partners via T5’s software defined 
connectivity solution  

Direct fiber access to over 150 carriers via the 55/56 Marietta 
Atlanta Internet Exchange Point provides flexible IT 
infrastructure planning and growth

185mph wind-rated shell and baseline Tier III influenced N+1 
electrical and mechanical topology keeps your critical 
applications running

Reliable Remote / Smart Hands services provide a direct 
extension of your staff

Sales tax incentives available to qualified deployments 

Property tax incentives in place

Accessible via I-20 among cluster of existing data centers
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Tier III+ Data Center Design

T5@Atlanta II
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